I. RESTATEMENT OF THE PROBLEM
A company produces a folding table, with a circular desktop, and the table legs with hinge activities can be split into a tablet. The legs of the table by a plurality of wood composition are divided into two groups, each group with a reinforced wood connection. The two ends of the reinforcing steel bar are respectively fixed on the two sticks of most outside table legs in each group and along the wood there are empty slots to ensure the sliding degrees of freedom. The shape of the table is composed of a straight grain surface with a beautiful shape. The following issues are discussed in the establishment of a mathematical model 1)A given rectangular plate size of 120 cm x 50 cm x 3 cm, each root wood width 2.5 cm, the battens connecting 2) The company plans to develop a folding table design software, to produce the desired shapes, according to the customers, for any set of folding table height, the edge of the desktop line size and shape of the legs of the table edge line rough shape, through giving the desired flat material, shape, size and feasible optimal design and processing parameters. The production of folding table can meet as far as possible the customer of their self-creative tables.
II. MODEL ESTABLISHMENT AND SOLUTION SELECTING

A.DESK TOP SIZE DETERMINATION
First of all, the force of supporting legs of the table must be uniform. Whether it is by face or point for the support, the stability and safety are the most important. That requires the four table supporting legs must be completely symmetrical. Those with novel styles, but not practical, can only be called ornamentation. Because the shape and chair design is to follow its function, regardless of the breakthrough the shape, however, it cannot do without the support of the two surfaces, that is, supporting role.
B. To Determine the Immersions of Wood
Make the first strip of wood as a benchmark, then make a right triangle structure, by the geometry relationship, the expression of the length of the ith batten 2 2 (25 2.5 i 1 ) Table  For the structure of the folding table, under the drive of the outside of the wood, the steel bar fixed at the center circles around the first hinge, and under the traction of steel bars, of the table legs rotate around the hinges on the desktop. In each folded state, all wood bars center respective hinges through reinforcement. So we can see this process decomposition, first determine the state of the rotation of the lateral batten, the location of the midpoint of the two pieces of wood with space between attachments is reinforced, and the midpoint of the line of two woods is the actual location of the wood. This process can be quantified, and it can be projected to the center Y -O -Z. The geometric relation in the projection shows that in the medium, cosine theorem can be used to solve the result, in the process of folding, reinforcing steel bar can move freely in the wood. For the dimensions of the slot i l ∆ , namely slot size, and the specific calculation methods are as follows: By above knowable, the more the longer the slot length, near the center of basic is in the shape of parabola wood of the center slot length is 17.959 cm, is apart from the edge of wood with 17.161 cm. As each folding state corresponding to a final state, slotted length will change according to the following rules: 
. The Tabletop Edge Line
In the following coordinate system, the position of the bar and the position of the hinge are used to position the foot, and then the coordinates of the length of the end of the original are calculated. Take the second sticks as an example, for the final states of the folding, using the cosine theorem, the cos can be obtained: The rotation law shows that they always cannot be rotated in the plane of x = 22.5, by reinforcing bar positions and center of rotation can determine the position of wood 2, and is knows, therefore, depending on the geometry relations coordinates can be obtained as follows: Ⅲ. The Design Of Creative Folding Table With the three simply given requirements--the height of the folding table, the shape and size of desktop edge line and the rough shape of the edge line of the table leg, the sheet size and related parameters such as the main support the position of the table leg, desktop every wood size (table leg length, desktop hinge position), reinforced position, and each of the wood slot length and related parameters should be determined. The methods of the former problem can be applied so as to determine the parameters.
